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Heard from a friend that this game is quiet challenging and difficult, so I was wondering what some good tips would be. Page 2 7 comments This /v/ related articles that we tolerate because it is relevant and / or popular on /tg/... or we just can't be bothered to remove it. This article is skub. You can help 1d4chan by expanding it to a pretty big game you get
BrozoufMy legs in order. EYE: Divine Cybermancy is an extremely psychedelic game created by French indie developer Streum On Studio, which will go on to make Space Hulk: Deathwing. It's essentially a Warhammer 40k and a Ghost in a Crossover shell mixed with a healthy dose of drugs and madness. It plays as if the first Deus Ex were a modern game
and draws inspiration from X-COM: UFO defense is all things for things like research and fatal wounds. The game might be called FPS, but perhaps it's much more built to be an RPG, and the fight depends heavily on your stats and selection of add-ons. There is a hacker system that is built very similar to the traditional RPG in turn. You essentially play
space marine, but instead of armor, which looks like a combination of half a car and a medieval plate, you can choose up to 3 different armor (light, medium, heavy) with both Culter Dei (European/Greek basis) or Jian (Chinese/Japanese basis). You will also get a lot of neat weapons, from the mini gun to the hammer that causes nuclear explosions. There are
also additions that allow you to do things like eliminate all recoil or turn you invisible. And psychic strength is perhaps one of the most interesting parts of EYE. Oh, you can also throw cars like fucking shuriken with your mental mind, get your brain cracked the door, crack other people's brains, turrets that sometimes fire missiles out of their heads, or BOMB
SPAMMING HELICOPTERS explode or turn them into puppets, mindfuck cyber vagrants in shooting each other, and even kill harmless animals that can constantly punish the game to have stress systems and mental health that get hurt. There is a voiceover, but, it is rare, muttered, and the words from the language the developers have compiled. According
to Jim Sterling: It takes Deus Ex into gameplay and then goes on to fuck that gameplay in the eye socket while listening to the Word Cameo on repeat. This is a game in which you can hack doors, towers, computers, and even players, but if you don't, the doors will chop you back! This is a game in which your character can become crazy, paranoid, or too
scared to shoot his gun. In which you can have a 32-player co-op that is completely broken, but it anyway, just have! One of the monsters is a woman in a white cocktail dress with a massive machine gun, and they never explain why, they don't They're French, they can do what they like! E.Y.E. is basically what Deus Ex would have been like if Eidos had
spent his time licking toads and drinking Red Bull. You would Grab some LSD before the game. One can only truly understand this game when they are as high as the developers were. Creating a character (edit) or lack there, the game begins with you naming yourself by choosing three genetic traits from the list of genes: Gene Description Bonus Malus
BINAH This gene represents specific thinking, intelligence. Average bonus : Hacking, medicine, mental balance. Low Malus : Strength, endurance. YESOD This gene is a vital dash, physical strength, basis. Average bonus : Power, Endurance. Low malus : Hacking, Medicine NET-H This gene represents meaning, grace, fluidity. Average bonus : Precision,
agility. Low Malus : Strength, endurance. TIPHERETH This gene represents balance, consciousness. Average bonus: PSI strength, mental balance. Low malus : Precision, Hacking. GUEBURAH This gene represents strength. High bonus : Strength, Endurance, Agility. High Malus: Medicine, Hacking, Mental Balance. KETER This gene represents absolute
will. High bonus : Psiforce, stamina, agility. High Malus : Medicine, Precision, Mental Balance. HOCHMAN This gene represents abstract thinking. Precision, Medicine, Hacking. Strength, Psiforce, endurance. METASTREUM This gene represents the intoxicating chaos of metastrumic force. Very high bonus: All the characteristics. Very high malus: All
characteristics. NORMAL This gene is a lack of choice, doubt, ineivity. Very low bonus: All the characteristics. Very low malus: All features. After selecting the genes, you roll your character's stats and then start the game. It's very simple, but from that selection and rolling you can make any kind of character you want. If you choose METASTREUM three
times and constantly roll up you can create an OP symbol, similarly you can create any character you do well please as the class system is based on your stats. Such as the character wielding hacking and PSI will be a cyber-man, all players start out as a balance fist and get a statistic or two to 25 will help you into another class. The problem with the class
system is that classes do nothing, and not all styles of play are created equal. A hacker will have a harder time aligning than someone who works and weapons like breaking into enemies, doors or ATMs does not award you experience. Classes also go up in a short way when you get a level up to basic skills (s) for a class of up to 25 for level 2 and 50 for
Level 3, for example, if you raise PSI to 25 you will climb from Adept to psyker. Gameplay edit is a key element in this game that you can interact with enemies and map objects in many amazing ways. Hacking Hackers can hack their enemies and possess them, or if their targets are too well protected in the digital realm they can at least take over their vision
map awareness or cause their hands to spasm by giving them control of his weapon. You can use this to play enemies against against another sometimes. The direct use of hacking skills is that it unlocks drones and sentry for your protection. Some doors, access nets or gates can be broken into and allow you to safely pass through the secret part of the
map. Slicing and Dicing and not stopping the strength and stamina based gameplay is perfected by taking levels in agility. The more agile you are, the faster you can work, the more resilient you can use. Flexibility also increases the speed of katana attack and the effging of a nuclear weapon hammer, and since you can continue to magnify it and even throw a
few cyber implants on top to boo this statistic, melee is an interesting way to deal with the tides of enemies in E.Y.E. You always carry one small katana, but you can equip a second of the same kind to double the speed of attack. Combined with the ability to either sponge, fend off or overtake enemy bullets you become scared. The enemy will shout Vier
Gewinnt and Oisegoisegois all the time! The only thing that spoils this gameplay is Deus Ex Machinas (Huge Gatling gremlins) and flying interceptors that spam missiles. Although evidence exists that you can destroy interceptors in close combat by bouncing structures or rocks and then jumping on them. You should just use anti material rifles in missions that
are Interceptors and Deus Exes. Big Guns If you have been playing this game for millennia and aligned with the power of agility and endurance, it becomes a good idea to invest in precision statistics and use these relic guns from an era that lies thousands of years ago lorewise. Bearkiller is a four-shot revolver that is so powerful it can be used against Deus
Ex Machinas and Interceptors. This thing blows up werewolves. It's almost silly to use it against weak enemies if you can just kite them and pierce a few with one shot. But hey, ammo free you just have to go after it. Sulfatum, Exicidium and Suspiculum Ovum are mostly reduced transport weapons. Something about the holy trinity and Latin phrases I
suppose. (Suspiculum Ovum actually means Surprise Egg, they are banned in the states!) The sulfatum is a mini gun and is covered in the Dhaka way. Two other heavy guns can kill you if you're stupid. The Sacred Way of Dhaka Sulfatum is a dakka for beginners. He shoots fast and has a lot of log. But later you will realize that when you search deep in your
soul and see hordes of marauders and monsters fall, that even when you go casually through the underground lair and spray the walls with holes and artery juice, you will always want more dacca. And this is where HS comes into play. HS is a fast-firing submachine gun that has normal mode and dhaka mode. The latter rips through ammo like a tornado
through the port-pot and is completely useless at the beginning of the game as it results as well be archived with a shotgun. But wait! You said you end up wanting to scale that accuracy statistic right? Exactemundo my dear dear and now I'll enlighten you further: Buy a cybertech that holds your hand right at all times. It will take forever, but if you maximize
your little necrociborg behind the gameplay concept, you can use the HS submachine gun as a replacement for a sniper rifle that sends a pin-point stream of bullets that each'es damage the scale with the precision of the stat. And it fits right in your foot pocket, so you can bring a minigun aswell! Psionics and medicine You will stop perceiving the fights as
such, and just laugh at the intractable conflict and cycle of guilt that your soul is going through, astral projecting itself as all the enemies you encounter, sharing lifepoints with enemies, healing small critters for fun, exchanging places with enemies, turning enemies into furry and even cursing them to deal with the damage they have done on you because, in
the end we are still a great spirit. You will need to beat the game several times to unlock all the Psi powers, and even then it takes a lot of brouzofs and experience to use them freely because more Psi powers can give you negative stats as they can cripple your brain to use. Overdose on medipacks is also not a fun way to go, but worry not all of this will settle
into a steady stream of entertainment once you've explored everything and no longer hurt using your powers. Psi, of course, allows you to lift objects like a Jedi. This is what every game that uses the original engine should have, because it is beautiful. The higher your psi level, the heavier the object you can lift. Eventually you can throw cars and bury hordes
of enemies under them. The ability to breath the dragon and Triangular Gate ability will allow you to onehit enemies such as Rimanah or really fat heavy soldiers. Replacing the gate allows you to associate your health with the enemy and vampire them, or use your own body as a voodoo doll. It is technically Karma Mansi and probably illegal. The gates of
illusion stun enemies forever, leaving them vulnerable to any hacker attacks, whether digital or physical. You can also call copies of yourself that have stronger weapons depending on your psi level. This makes it inaccessible to unlock the weapon if you decide to play as a psyker at the beginning of the game. Snipers and be invisible you can play this game
as a stealth-based simulator killer, but since enemies tend to swarm you like hordes it is not always the best option. Research edits all this except the coatric shock absorber and mass PSI catalyst. Augmentations edit Get your feet first, because then you can sprint longer! More! eye divine cybermancy guide steam. eye divine cybermancy research guide. eye
divine cybermancy hacking guide. eye divine cybermancy character creation guide. eye divine cybermancy achievement guide. eye divine cybermancy build guide. eye divine cybermancy dna guide. eye divine cybermancy leveling guide
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